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SILTING MUTATION IN TRIANGULATED CATEGORIES
TAKUMA AIHARA AND OSAMU IYAMA
Abstract. In representation theory of algebras the notion of ‘mutation’ often plays important roles,
and two cases are well known, i.e. ‘cluster tilting mutation’ and ‘exceptional mutation’. In this paper we
focus on ‘tilting mutation’, which has a disadvantage that it is often impossible, i.e. some of summands of
a tilting object can not be replaced to get a new tilting object. The aim of this paper is to take away this
disadvantage by introducing ‘silting mutation’ for silting objects as a generalization of ‘tilting mutation’.
We shall develop a basic theory of silting mutation. In particular, we introduce a partial order on the
set of silting objects and establish the relationship with ‘silting mutation’ by generalizing the theory
of Riedtmann-Schofield and Happel-Unger. We show that iterated silting mutation act transitively on
the set of silting objects for local, hereditary or canonical algebras. Finally we give a bijection between
silting subcategories and certain t-structures.
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1. Introduction
In representation theory of algebras the notion of ‘mutation’ often plays important roles. Mutation is
an operation for a certain class of objects (e.g. cluster tilting objects) in a fixed category to construct
a new object from a given one by replacing a summand. Two important cases are well-known: One is
‘cluster tilting mutation’ [BMRRT, IY, IW] for cluster tilting objects which is applied for categorification
of Fomin-Zelevinsky cluster algebras, and the other is ‘exceptional mutation’ for exceptional sequences
which is used to study the structure of derived categories of algebraic varieties [GR, C].
From Morita theoretic viewpoint [Ric1], tilting objects are the most important class of objects, and
‘tilting mutation’ for tilting objects has been studied by several authors. ‘Tilting mutation’ has the origin
in BGP (=Bernstein-Gelfand-Ponomarev) reflection functor [BGP] in quiver representation theory, and
reflection functors are understood as a special class of APR (=Auslander-Platzeck-Reiten) tilting modules
[APR], which are ‘tilting mutations’ obtained by replacing a simple summand of the tilting A-modules A.
In 1991 general ‘tilting mutation’ for tilting modules was introduced by Riedtmann-Schofield [RS] in their
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study of combinatorial aspects of tilting theory. It has been shown by Happel-Unger [HU] that ‘tilting
mutation’ is closely related to the partial order of tilting modules given by the inclusion relation of the
associated t-structures, and this is a big advantage of ‘tilting mutation’ which ‘cluster tilting mutation’
and ‘exceptional mutation’ do not have. Their beautiful theory of ‘tilting mutation’ has a lot of important
applications, especially in the study of cluster categories and preprojective algebras [BMRRT, IR, BIRS,
BIKR, SY]. Another important source of ‘tilting mutation’ is modular representation theory, where
‘tilting mutation’ for tilting complexes was introduced by Okuyama and Rickard [O, Ric2, HK], and has
played an important role in the study of Broue´’s abelian defect group conjecture.
It is remarkable that ‘tilting mutation’ has a big disadvantage that it is often impossible, i.e. some
of summands of a tilting object can not be replaced to get a new tilting object. So it is usual that we
can not get sufficiently many tilting objects by iterated ‘tilting mutation’. For example the tilting A-
module DA usually can not be obtained by iterated ‘tilting mutation’ of A even for the case of hereditary
algebras A. The aim of this paper is to take away this disadvantage by introducing ‘silting mutation’
for silting objects. In this context ‘tilting mutation’ should be understood as a special case of ‘silting
mutation’. Actually classical notion of APR and BB tilting modules and Okuyama-Rickard complexes
can be understood as special cases of ‘silting mutation’ (Theorems 2.53 and 2.50). Silting objects are
generalization of tilting objects, and sometimes appeared in representation theory mainly in the study
of t-structures, e.g. Keller-Vossieck [KV], Hoshino-Kato-Miyachi [HKM], Assem-Salorio-Trepode [AST]
and Wei [W]. A point is that ‘silting mutation’ is always possible in the sense that any summand of a
silting object always can be replaced to get a new silting object (Theorem 2.31). Hence it is natural to
hope that ‘silting mutation’ gives us sufficiently many silting objects in triangulated categories. We pose
the following question (Question 2.42), where the corresponding property for tilting objects is usually
not satisfied.
Question 1.1. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra over a field. When does A satisfy the following
property (T) (respectively, (T′))?
(T) (respectively, (T′)) The action of iterated irreducible ‘silting mutation’ (respectively, iterated
‘silting mutation’) on the set of basic silting objects in Kb(proj-A) is transitive.
We shall show the following partial answers in Corollary 2.43 and Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 1.2. If A is either a local algebra, a hereditary algebra or a canonical algebra, then (T) is
satisfied.
It will be shown in [A] that (T) is satisfied also for representation-finite symmetric algebras. On the
other hand, there is a symmetric algebra such that (T) is not satisfied [AGI]. We do not know any algebra
such that (T′) is not satisfied.
As a basic tool of the study of silting objects, we shall introduce a partial order on silting objects
(Theorem 2.11) and establish the relationship with ‘silting mutation’ (Theorem 2.35) by generalizing
the theory of Riedtmann-Schofield and Happel-Unger for tilting modules. In particular, Question 1.1 is
equivalent to the following question.
Question 1.3. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra over a field. When is the Hasse quiver of the
partially ordered set of basic silting objects in Kb(proj-A) connected?
The comparison of three kinds of mutation is explained by the following table.
always possible partial order exists transitive for hereditary case
cluster tilting mutation Yes No Yes
silting mutation Yes Yes Yes
∪
tilting mutation No Yes No
exceptional mutation Yes No Yes
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In our paper we study basic properties of silting objects/subcategories. We show that non-isomorphic
indecomposable objects in any silting subcategory form a basis of the Grothendieck group of the triangu-
lated category (Theorem 2.27). In particular all basic silting objects have the same number of indecom-
posable summands (Corollary 2.28). We also introduce ‘silting reduction’ (Theorem 2.37), which gives
a bijection between silting subcategories containing a certain fixed subcategory and silting subcategories
in a certain quotient triangulated category.
In section 4.2 we study in detail the relationship between silting subcategories and t-structures under
the assumption that the triangulated categories have arbitrary coproducts, and improve some of pioneer-
ing results of Hoshino-Kato-Miyachi [HKM]. The advantage of this setting is that each set of compact
objects gives rise to a torsion pair (Theorem 4.3), which is not the case for the setting of section 2.
This basic result seems to be new and to have independent interest. As an application, we establish
a one-to-one correspondence between silting subcategories and t-structures satisfying certain conditions
(Theorem 4.10).
We notice that a different generalization of ‘tilting mutation’ was given in [IO, HX]. Also some aspects
of mutation were recently discussed in [BRT, L, KY].
Parts of results in this paper were presented in Trondheim (March 2009), Nagoya (June 2009), Mat-
sumoto (October 2009), Shizuoka (November 2009) and Tokyo (August 2010).
Notations Let T be an additive category. For morphisms f : X → Y and g : Y → Z in a category,
we denote by gf : X → Z the composition. We say that a morphism f : X → Y is right minimal if any
morphism g : X → X satisfying fg = f is an isomorphism. Dually we define a left minimal morphism.
For a collection X of objects in T , we denote by addX (respectively, AddX ) the smallest full subcategory
of T which is closed under finite (respectively, arbitrary) coproducts, summands and isomorphisms and
contains X . We denote by smdX the smallest full subcategory of T which is closed under summands and
contains X . When we say that X is a subcategory of T , we always assume that X is full and satisfies
X = addX .
Let X be a subcategory of T . We say that a morphism f : X → Y is a right X -approximation of Y
if X ∈ X and HomT (X, f) is surjective for any X ∈ X . We say that X is contravariantly finite if any
object in T has a right X -approximation. Dually, we define a left X -approximation and a covariantly
finite subcategory. We say that X is functorially finite if it is contravariantly and covariantly finite.
When T is a triangulated category, we denote by thickX the smallest thick subcategory of T containing
X . For collections X and Y of objects in T , we denote by X ∗Y the collection of objects Z ∈ T appearing
in a triangle X → Z → Y → X [1] with X ∈ X and Y ∈ Y. We set
X⊥ = X⊥T := {T ∈ T | HomT (X , T ) = 0},
⊥X = ⊥T X := {T ∈ T | HomT (T,X ) = 0}
For an additive category A, we denote by Kb(A) the homotopy category of bounded complexes over
A. For an abelian category A, we denote by Db(A) the bounded derived category of A.
For a ring A, we denote by Mod-A (respectively, mod-A) the category of all (respectively, finitely
generated) right A-modules, by proj-A the category of finitely generated projective A-modules. We
denote by JA the Jacobson radical of A. When A is a finite dimensional algebra over a field k, we denote
by D := Homk(−, k) : mod-A↔ mod-Aop the k-duality.
Definition 1.4. Let T be a triangulated category and (X ,Y) a pair of subcategories of T .
• We say that (X ,Y) is a torsion pair if HomT (X ,Y) = 0 and X ∗ Y = T .
• We say that (X ,Y) is a t-structure [BBD] if (X [1],Y) is a torsion pair and X [1] ⊂ X . In this
case X ∩ Y is called the heart.
• We say that (X ,Y) is a co-t-structure [P1] if (X [−1],Y) is a torsion pair and X ⊂ X [1]. In this
case X ∩ Y is called the coheart.
• We say that a torsion pair (X ,Y) is a stable t-structure [M] if X = X [1].
Acknowledgements The second author would like to thank Jiaqun Wei for stimulating discussion.
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2. Silting subcategories
Let T be a triangulated category. We do not assume anything else on T unless otherwise stated.
Throughout this paper we write the vanishing condition HomT (X,Y [i]) = 0 for any i ∈ Z by
HomT (X,Y [Z]) = 0
simply. Similarly we often use
HomT (X,Y [> 0]) = 0, HomT (X,Y [< 0]) = 0, HomT (X,Y [ 6= 0]) = 0 and so on.
2.1. Definition and basic properties. In this subsection we introduce silting subcategories/objects of
triangulated categories and study their basic properties.
Definition 2.1. Let M be a subcategory of a triangulated category T .
(a) We say that M is silting if HomT (M,M[> 0]) = 0 and T = thickM. We denote by silt T the
collection of silting subcategories in T .
(b) We say that M is tilting if HomT (M,M[ 6= 0]) = 0 and T = thickM.
(c) We say that an object M ∈ T is silting (respectively, tilting) if so is addM .
The following examples give typical classes of tilting/silting objects.
Example 2.2. (a) Let A be a ring. Then A regarded as a stalk complex is a tilting object in
K
b(proj-A). More generally, any tilting complex of A is a tilting object in Kb(proj-A).
(b) Let A be a differential graded ring and let D(A) be the derived category of A. If Hi(A) = 0 for
any i > 0, then the thick subcategory thick(A) of D(A) generated by A has a silting object A.
The above example (a) is standard among triangulated categories with tilting objects in the following
sense:
Proposition 2.3. [K] Let T be an algebraic triangulated category. If T has a tilting object M , then T
is triangle equivalent to Kb(proj-EndT (M)).
On the other hand, we have the following necessary conditions for existence of silting/tilting subcate-
gories.
Proposition 2.4. Let T be a triangulated category. If T contains a silting (respectively, tilting) subcat-
egory, then for any X,Y ∈ T we have HomT (X,Y [i]) = 0 for i≫ 0 (respectively, |i| ≫ 0).
Proof. We only show the statement for silting subcategories. Let U := {X ∈ T | HomT (X,M [≫ 0]) = 0
for any M ∈ M}. Then U is a thick subcategory of T containing M. Thus we have U = T since
thickM = T . For any X ∈ T , let VX := {Y ∈ T | HomT (X,Y [≫ 0]) = 0}. Then we have M ⊂ VX by
the above argument. Since VX is a thick subcategory of T containing M, we have VX = T again. Thus
the assertion holds. 
Immediately we have the following observation.
Example 2.5. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra over a field k.
(a) Db(mod-A) contains silting subcategories if and only if gl.dimA <∞.
(b) Assume that A is self-injective. Then the stable module category mod-A of mod-A contains
silting subcategories if and only if A is semisimple.
Proof. We only have to show ‘only if’ part. Both for the cases (a) and (b), we have ExtiA(A/JA, A/JA) 6= 0
for any i > 0. Thus the assertions follow from Proposition 2.4. 
It is often the case that triangulated categories have many silting subcategories which are not tilting.
But there are important triangulated categories such that all silting subcategories are tilting.
Definition 2.6. Let ℓ be an integer. We call a k-linear Hom-finite triangulated category T ℓ-Calabi-Yau
if there is a bifunctorial isomorphism HomT (−, ?) ≃ DHomT (?,−[ℓ]).
One can easily check the following statements.
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Lemma 2.7. Let ℓ be an integer and T an ℓ-Calabi-Yau triangulated category. If T 6= 0, then the
following assertions hold:
(1) If ℓ = 0, then any silting subcategory of T is tilting;
(2) If ℓ > 0, then there exist no silting subcategories of T ;
(3) If ℓ < 0, then there exist no tilting subcategories of T .
Proof. Since any non-zero object X ∈ T satisfies HomT (X,X [ℓ]) ≃ DHomT (X,X) 6= 0, the assertions
(2) and (3) follow. We can prove (1) similarly. 
Immediately we have the following observation.
Example 2.8. Let A be a finite dimensional symmetric algebra over a field. Then any silting object in
K
b(proj-A) is tilting.
Proof. We know that Kb(proj-A) is a 0-Calabi-Yau triangulated category by Auslander-Reiten duality
[H]. Thus the assertion follows from Lemma 2.7. 
Notice that we do not know whether there exist ℓ-Calabi-Yau triangulated categories containing a
silting subcategory and ℓ < 0.
We end this subsection with the following remark, where we say that a category is skeletally small if
isomorphism classes of objects form a set.
Remark 2.9. If a triangulated category T has a skeletally small silting subcategory, then T is also
skeletally small (e.g. Proposition 2.17).
2.2. Partial order on silting subcategories. The aim of this subsection is to introduce a partial
order on silting subcategories as a generalization of the partial order on tilting modules introduced by
Riedtmann-Schofield [RS] and Happel-Unger [HU]. Our main result in this subsection is Theorem 2.11
below.
Definition 2.10. For M,N ∈ silt T , we write M≥ N if HomT (M,N [> 0]) = 0.
Theorem 2.11. ≥ gives a partial order on silt T .
The following subcategory plays an important role in the proof of Theorem 2.11.
Definition 2.12. For anyM ∈ silt T , we define a subcategory of T by
T ≤0M := {X ∈ T | HomT (M, X [> 0]) = 0}.
We put T ≤ℓM = T
<ℓ+1
M := T
≤0
M [−ℓ] for ℓ ∈ Z.
Clearly we have M⊂ T ≤0M and T
<0
M ⊂ T
≤0
M . For any non-zero object X ∈ T , we have X [≫ 0] ∈ T
≤0
M
and X [≪ 0] /∈ T ≤0M by Proposition 2.4.
Crucial results are the following.
Proposition 2.13. For any M ∈ silt T , we have T ≤0M ∩
⊥(T <0M ) =M.
Proposition 2.14. Let M,N ∈ silt T . Then M≥N if and only if T ≤0M ⊃ T
≤0
N .
Before proving these Propositions, we prove Theorem 2.11 by using them.
(i) We shall show that M ≥ N and N ≥ L imply M ≥ L. By Proposition 2.14, we have T ≤0M ⊃
T ≤0N ⊃ T
≤0
L . Thus T
≤0
M ⊃ T
≤0
L , and we haveM≥ L again by Proposition 2.14.
(ii) We shall show thatM≥ N and N ≥M implyM = N . By Proposition 2.14, we have T ≤0M = T
≤0
N .
Thus we have ⊥(T <0M ) =
⊥(T <0N ). By Proposition 2.13, we haveM = N . 
To prove Propositions 2.13 and 2.14, we need the following result.
Lemma 2.15. (a) For any subcategory M of T , we have
thickM =
⋃
ℓ>0, n1,··· ,nℓ∈Z
smd(M[n1] ∗ · · · ∗M[nℓ]).
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(b) Moreover if HomT (M,M[> 0]) = 0, then we have
thickM =
⋃
ℓ≥0
smd(M[−ℓ] ∗M[1− ℓ] ∗ · · · ∗M[ℓ− 1] ∗M[ℓ]).
Proof. (a) Clearly the right hand side is contained in thickM. Since the right hand side clearly forms a
thick subcategory of T , it contains thickM.
(b) If n ≥ m, then any triangle
M [n]→ X →M ′[m]
f
−→M [n+ 1]
with M,M ′ ∈ M satisfies f = 0. This implies X ≃ M [n] ⊕ M ′[m], so we have M[n] ∗ M[m] ⊂
M[m] ∗M[n]. Thus we have reduced to the assertion from (a). 
The following observation is clear since we only consider subcategories M satisfying M = addM by
our notations.
Lemma 2.16. Let M and N be subcategories of T and X ∈ smd(M∗N ).
(a) If HomT (M, X) = 0, then X ∈ N .
(b) If HomT (X,N ) = 0, then X ∈M.
Now we have the following description of T ≤0M .
Proposition 2.17. For any M ∈ silt T , we have
T =
⋃
ℓ≥0
smd(M[−ℓ] ∗M[1− ℓ] ∗ · · · ∗M[ℓ− 1] ∗M[ℓ]),
T ≤0M =
⋃
ℓ≥0
smd(M∗M[1] ∗ · · · ∗M[ℓ]).
Proof. The first equation is clear from Lemma 2.15(b).
Fix any X ∈ T ≤0M . We can take the smallest integer n such that
X ∈ smd(M[n] ∗M[n+ 1] · · · ∗M[ℓ])
for some ℓ ≥ n. By Lemma 2.16, the minimality of n implies HomT (M[n], X) 6= 0. Since X ∈ T
≤0
M , we
have n ≥ 0. Thus we have X ∈ smd(M∗M[1] ∗ · · · ∗M[ℓ]). 
Now we have the following important property of silting subcategories.
Theorem 2.18. If M,N ∈ silt T satisfy M⊂ N , then M = N .
Proof. Fix X ∈ N . Since N is silting, we have X ∈ T ≤0M . By Proposition 2.17, we have
X ∈ smd(M∗M[1] ∗ · · · ∗M[ℓ])
for some ℓ ≥ 0. Since HomT (X,M[1] ∗ · · · ∗M[ℓ]) = 0, we have X ∈ M by Lemma 2.16. 
Now we give a proof of Proposition 2.13.
Put N := T ≤0M ∩
⊥(T <0M ). We have M ⊂ T
≤0
M . Since we have HomT (M, T
<0
M ) = 0, we have
M⊂ ⊥(T <0M ). Thus we haveM⊂ N .
On the other hand, we have
HomT (N ,N [> 0]) ⊂ HomT (
⊥(T <0M ), T
≤0
M [> 0]) = 0.
Consequently, N is also a silting subcategory of T . By Theorem 2.18, we haveM = N . 
Now we give a proof of Proposition 2.14.
First we assume T ≤0M ⊃ T
≤0
N . Then we have N ⊂ T
≤0
M , which implies HomT (M,N [> 0]) = 0.
Conversely we assume M≥ N . Then we have N [≥ 0] ⊂ T ≤0M . By Proposition 2.17, we have
T ≤0N =
⋃
ℓ≥0
smd(N ∗ N [1] ∗ · · · ∗ N [ℓ]) ⊂ T ≤0M .
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Thus we have completed the proof. 
Now we give the following property of the partial order.
Proposition 2.19. If M,N ,L ∈ silt T satisfy M≥ L ≥ N , then M∩N ⊂ L.
Proof. By Proposition 2.14, we have T ≤0M ⊃ T
≤0
L ⊃ T
≤0
N and
⊥(T <0M ) ⊂
⊥(T <0L ) ⊂
⊥(T <0N ). By Proposi-
tion 2.13, we have
M∩N ⊂ ⊥(T ≤0M ) ∩ T
≤0
N ⊂
⊥(T ≤0L ) ∩ T
≤0
L = L.

We end this subsection by the following observation.
Proposition 2.20. If T has a silting object, then any silting subcategory contains an additive generator.
Proof. LetM be a silting object andN be a silting subcategory. By Lemma 2.15, there existsN1, . . . , Nℓ ∈
N and n1, · · · , nℓ ∈ Z such that M ∈ smd(N1[n1] ∗ · · · ∗ Nℓ[nℓ]). Let N ′ := add(N1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Nℓ). Since
M ∈ thickN ′, we have T = thickN ′. Thus N ′ is a silting subcategory of T . By Theorem 2.18, we have
N = N ′. Thus N has an additive generator. 
2.3. Krull-Schmidt triangulated categories. Let T be a triangulated category. In this subsection we
always assume that T is Krull-Schmidt in the sense that any object in T is isomorphic to a finite coproduct
of objects whose endomorphism rings are local. In this case such a coproduct is uniquely determined up
to isomorphism. We denote by JT the Jacobson radical of T [ARS, ASS]. For a subcategory M of T ,
we denote by indM the set of isoclasses of indecomposable objects in M.
We say that an object M ∈ T is basic if M is isomorphic to a coproduct of indecomposable objects
which are mutually non-isomorphic. Since T is Krull-Schmidt, we have a one-to-one correspondence
between the isomorphism classes of basic objects M and subcategories M of T containing additive
generators. It is given by M 7→ M = addM .
Proposition 2.21. Assume that T has a silting object. Then we can regard silt T as the set of isomor-
phism classes of basic silting objects in T .
Proof. silt T is a set by Remark 2.9. By Proposition 2.20, any silting subcategory of T is an additive
closure of a silting object. Thus we have the assertion. 
Thanks to Krull-Schmidt assumption, we have the following useful property (e.g. [IY, 2.1, 2.3]), where
(b) and (c) is famous as a ‘Wakamatsu’s Lemma’.
Lemma 2.22. Let M be a subcategory of T . Then the following statements hold.
(a) If a subcategory N of T satisfies HomT (M,N ) = 0, then M∗N is closed under summands.
(b) If M is contravariantly finite and M∗M ⊂M, then (M,M⊥) is a torsion pair.
(c) If M is covariantly finite and M∗M ⊂M, then (⊥M,M) is a torsion pair.
Now we have the following equalities.
Proposition 2.23. (a) For any M ∈ silt T , we have
T =
⋃
ℓ≥0
M[−ℓ] ∗M[1− ℓ] ∗ · · · ∗M[ℓ− 1] ∗M[ℓ],
T ≤0M =
⋃
ℓ≥0
M∗M[1] ∗ · · · ∗M[ℓ],
⊥(T ≤0M ) =
⋃
ℓ>0
M[−ℓ] ∗M[−ℓ+ 1] ∗ · · · ∗M[−1].
(b) (⊥(T ≤0M ), T
≤0
M ) is a torsion pair, and so (
⊥(T <0M ), T
≤0
M ) is a co-t-structure with the coheart M.
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Proof. The first two equalities follow from Proposition 2.17 and Lemma 2.22(a). By the second equality
we have
⊥(T ≤0M ) ⊃
⋃
ℓ>0
M[−ℓ] ∗M[−ℓ+ 1] ∗ · · · ∗M[−1].
Together with the first equality we have
(
⋃
ℓ>0
M[−ℓ] ∗ · · · ∗M[−1]) ∗ T ≤0M = (
⋃
ℓ>0
M[−ℓ] ∗ · · · ∗M[−1]) ∗ (
⋃
ℓ>0
M∗ · · ·M[ℓ]) = T .
Thus (
⋃
ℓ>0M[−ℓ] ∗ · · · ∗M[−1], T
≤0
M ) is a torsion pair, and hence we have
⊥(T ≤0M ) ⊂
⋃
ℓ>0
M[−ℓ] ∗M[−ℓ+ 1] ∗ · · · ∗M[−1].
Thus we get the third equality, and (⊥(T ≤0M ), T
≤0
M ) is a torsion pair. The coheart of the co-t-structure
(⊥(T <0M ), T
≤0
M ) is M by Proposition 2.13. 
Proposition 2.24. Let M ∈ silt T . For any N = N0 ∈ T
≤0
M , we have triangles
N1
g1 // M0
f0 // N0 // N1[1],
· · · ,
Nℓ
gℓ // Mℓ−1
fℓ−1 // Nℓ−1 // Nℓ[1],
0
gℓ+1 // Mℓ
fℓ // Nℓ // 0,
for some ℓ ≥ 0 such that fi is a minimal rightM-approximation and gi+1 belongs to JT for any 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ.
Proof. Since N0 ∈ T
≤0
M , we have
N0 ∈ M ∗M[1] ∗ · · · ∗M[ℓ]
for some ℓ ≥ 0 by Proposition 2.23. We can assume ℓ > 0. Then we have a triangle
N ′1 →M
′
0
f ′0−→ N0 → N
′
1[1]
with M ′0 ∈ M and N
′
1 ∈ M ∗ M[1] ∗ · · · ∗ M[ℓ − 1]. Since N
′
1 ∈ T
≤0
M , we have that f
′
0 is a right
M-approximation. Thus we can write f ′0 = (f0 0) : M0 = M
′
0 ⊕ M
′′
0 → N0 with a minimal right
M-approximation f0. Then we have a triangle
N1
g1
−→M0
f0
−→ N0 → N1[1]
such that g1 belongs to JT and N1 is a summand of N
′
1. By Lemma 2.22, we have N1 ∈M∗M[1] ∗ · · · ∗
M[ℓ− 1]. Repeating similar construction, we obtain the desired triangles. 
The following observation is often useful.
Lemma 2.25. Let M ∈ silt T and N0, N ′0 ∈ T
≤0
M . For N0, we take ℓ ≥ 0 and triangles in Proposition
2.24. Also for N ′0, we take triangles
N ′1
g′1 // M ′0
f ′0 // N ′0 // N
′
1[1],
· · · ,
N ′ℓ′
g′
ℓ // M ′ℓ′−1
f ′
ℓ′−1 // N ′ℓ′−1 // N
′
ℓ′ [1],
0
g′
ℓ′+1 // M ′ℓ′
f ′
ℓ′ // N ′ℓ′ // 0,
satisfying the same properties. If HomT (N0, N
′
0[ℓ]) = 0 holds, then we have (addMℓ) ∩ (addM
′
0) = 0.
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Proof. For ℓ = 0, the assertion follows from right minimality of f ′0. So we assume ℓ > 0. We only have to
show that any morphism a :Mℓ →M ′0 belongs to JT . Applying HomT (−, N
′
0) to triangles in Proposition
2.24, we have
HomT (Nℓ−1[−1], N
′
0) ≃ HomT (Nℓ−2[−2], N
′
0) ≃ · · · ≃ HomT (N0[−ℓ], N
′
0) = 0.
Thus we have the following commutative diagram of triangles.
Nℓ−1[−1] //

Mℓ
gℓ //
a

Mℓ−1
fℓ−1 //
b

Nℓ−1

N ′1
g′1 // M ′0
f ′0 // N ′0 // N
′
1[1].
Since f ′0 is a rightM-approximation, there exists b
′ :Mℓ−1 →M ′0 such that b = f
′
0b
′. Since f ′0(a−b
′gℓ) =
0, there exists a′ : Mℓ → N ′1 such that a = b
′gℓ + g
′
1a
′. Since both gℓ and g
′
1 belong to JT , we have
a ∈ JT . Thus the proof is completed. 
As an application, we have the following result.
Theorem 2.26. If T has an indecomposable silting object M , then we have silt T = {M [i] | i ∈ Z}.
Proof. Let N be a basic silting object in T . Take the smallest integer k ∈ Z such that HomT (M,N [k]) 6=
0. ReplacingN byN [k], we can assumeN ∈ T ≤0M and HomT (M,N) 6= 0. We have triangles in Proposition
2.24. Then we have M0 6= 0 since HomT (M,N) 6= 0, and moreover we can assume Mℓ 6= 0.
Assume ℓ > 0. Then we have HomT (N,N [ℓ]) = 0 and so addMℓ ∩ addM0 = 0 by Lemma 2.25. Since
both M0 and Mℓ are non-zero objects in addM where M is indecomposable, this is a contradiction. Thus
we have ℓ = 0 and N ≃M0 ∈ addM . Since N is basic, we have N ≃M . 
Next we shall show the following description of Grothendieck groups of triangulated categories with
silting subcategories.
Theorem 2.27. Let T be a Krull-Schmidt triangulated category with a silting subcategory M. Then the
Grothendieck group K0(T ) of T is a free abelian group with a basis indM.
For an object X ∈ T , we denote by δ(X) the number of non-isomorphic indecomposable summands
of X . As an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.27, we have the following result.
Corollary 2.28. For any silting objects M,N ∈ T , we have δ(M) = δ(N).
Let us start with proving Theorem 2.27.
Since thickM = T , we have that indM generate K0(T ). It is enough to show that they are linearly
independent. To prove this, we shall define a map
γ : obT → ZindM.
• The map γ naturally identifies obM with ZindM≥0 .
• For any N ∈ T ≤0M , we take triangles in Proposition 2.24 and put
γ(N) :=
ℓ∑
i=0
(−1)iγ(Mi).
• For general N ∈ T , take a sufficiently large k such that N [k] ∈ T ≤0M and put
γ(N) := (−1)kγ(N [k]).
In other words, for any ℓ ≥ 0 and Mi ∈M, we put
γ(M−ℓ[−ℓ] ∗M1−ℓ[−ℓ] ∗ · · · ∗Mℓ−1[ℓ− 1] ∗Mℓ[ℓ]) :=
ℓ∑
i=−ℓ
(−1)iγ(Mi).
The crucial step is to prove the following observation.
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Lemma 2.29. Let X → Y → Z → X [1] be a triangle in T . Then we have γ(X)− γ(Y ) + γ(Z) = 0.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume X,Y, Z ∈ T ≤0M . To use induction, we consider the
following assertions for ℓ ≥ 0.
(i)ℓ The statement is true if X,Y, Z ∈ M ∗M[1] ∗ · · · ∗M[ℓ].
(ii)ℓ The statement is true if X,Y ∈M ∗M[1] ∗ · · · ∗M[ℓ] and Z ∈ M ∗M[1] ∗ · · · ∗M[ℓ+ 1].
(iii)ℓ The statement is true if X ∈M ∗M[1] ∗ · · · ∗M[ℓ] and Y, Z ∈ M ∗M[1] ∗ · · · ∗M[ℓ+ 1].
The statement (i)0 is true since any triangle X → Y → Z → X [1] with X,Y, Z ∈M splits, so we have
Y ≃ X
∐
Z and γ(X)− γ(Y ) + γ(Z) = 0.
We shall show (i)ℓ ⇒(ii)ℓ for any ℓ ≥ 0.
LetX → Y → Z → X [1] be a triangle withX,Y ∈M∗M[1]∗· · ·∗M[ℓ] and Z ∈ M∗M[1]∗· · ·∗M[ℓ+1].
Take a triangle Z1 →M0 → Z → Z1[1] such that M0 ∈ M, Z1 ∈ M ∗M[1] ∗ · · ·M[ℓ] and
γ(Z) = γ(M0)− γ(Z1). (1)
By octahedral axiom, we have the following commutative diagram of triangles:
Z1[1] Z1[1]
X // Y //
OO
Z //
OO
X [1]
X // W //
OO
M0 //
OO
X [1]
Z1
OO
Z1
OO
Since HomT (M0, X [1]) = 0, the lower horizontal triangle splits and we have W ≃ X ⊕M0. In particular,
we have
γ(W ) = γ(X) + γ(M0). (2)
Since the left vertical triangle Z1 → W → Y → Z1[1] satisfies Z1,W, Y ∈ M ∗M[1] ∗ · · · ∗ M[ℓ], our
assumption (i)ℓ implies
γ(Z1)− γ(W ) + γ(Y ) = 0. (3)
Using (1), (2) and (3), we have
γ(X)− γ(Y ) + γ(Z) = (γ(Z)− γ(M0) + γ(Z1)) + (γ(X)− γ(W ) + γ(M0))− (γ(Z1)− γ(W ) + γ(Y )) = 0.
Thus (ii)ℓ holds.
By a quite similar argument, one can show (ii)ℓ ⇒(iii)ℓ ⇒(i)ℓ+1 for any ℓ ≥ 0. Thus the assertion
follows inductively. 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 2.27.
By Lemma 2.29, we have a homomorphism γ : K0(T ) → ZindM. Since γ(indM) is a basis of Zn, the
set indM must be linearly independent in K0(T ). Thus it forms a basis of K0(T ). 
2.4. Silting mutation. The aim of this subsection is to introduce silting mutation and give its basic
properties. Let T be a triangulated category. We do not assume anything else on T unless otherwise
stated.
Definition 2.30. LetM∈ silt T . For a covariantly finite subcategory D ofM, we define a subcategory
µ+(M;D) of T as follows: For any M ∈ M we take a left D-approximation f :M → D and a triangle
M
f
−→ D
g
−→ NM →M [1]. (4)
We put
µ+(M;D) := add(D ∪ {NM | M ∈ M}).
It is easily checked that µ+(M;D) does not depend on a choice of left approximation f . We call µ+(M;D)
a left mutation ofM. Dually, we define a right mutation µ−(M;D) for a contravariantly finite subcategory
D of M. (Silting) mutation is a left or right mutation.
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Theorem 2.31. Any mutation of a silting subcategory is again a silting subcategory.
Proof. The triangle (4) shows thickµ+(M;D) ⊃ thickM = T .
We only have to show HomT (µ
+(M;D), µ+(M;D)[> 0]) = 0.
Applying HomT (D,−[> 0]) to (4), we have an exact sequence
0 = HomT (D, D[> 0])→ HomT (D, NM [> 0])→ HomT (D,M [> 1]) = 0
and so HomT (D, NM [> 0]) = 0. Applying HomT (−,D[> 0]) to (4), we have an exact sequence
HomT (D[1],D[> 0])
·f [1]
−−−→ HomT (M [1],D[> 0])→ HomT (NM ,D[> 0])→ HomT (D,D[> 0]) = 0.
Since the above (·f [1]) is surjective, we have HomT (NM ,D[> 0]) = 0. Applying HomT (−,M [> 1]) to
(4), we have an exact sequence
0 = HomT (M [1],M [> 1])→ HomT (NM ,M [> 1])→ HomT (D,M [> 1]) = 0
and so HomT (NM ,M [> 1]) = 0. Applying HomT (NM ,−[> 0]) to (4), we have an exact sequence
0 = HomT (NM , D[> 0])→ HomT (NM , NM [> 0])→ HomT (NM ,M [> 1]) = 0
and so we have HomT (NM , NM [> 0]) = 0.
Consequently we have HomT (µ
+(M;D), µ+(M;D)[> 0]) = 0. 
In general silting mutation of a tilting subcategory is not necessarily a tilting subcategory. For this,
we have the following criterion.
Theorem 2.32. Let M be a tilting subcategory of T .
(a) For a covariantly finite subcategory D of M, the following conditions are equivalent.
(i) µ+(M;D) is tilting.
(ii) Any M ∈M has a left D-approximation f such that HomT (D, f) is injective.
(b) For a contravariantly finite subcategory D of M, the following conditions are equivalent.
(i) µ−(M;D) is tilting.
(ii) Any M ∈M has a right D-approximation g such that HomT (g,D) is injective.
In these cases mutation is called tilting mutation.
Proof. We only prove the statement (a). The proof is parallel to that of Theorem 2.31.
Applying HomT (D,−[ 6= 0]) to (4), we have an exact sequence
0 = HomT (D, D[ 6= 0])→ HomT (D, NM [ 6= 0])→ HomT (D,M [ 6= 1])
f ·
−→ HomT (D, D[ 6= 1]).
Thus HomT (D, NM [ 6= 0]) = 0 holds if and only if (ii) holds.
Applying HomT (−,D[ 6= 0]) to (4), we have an exact sequence
HomT (D[1],D[ 6= 0])
·f [1]
−−−→ HomT (M [1],D[ 6= 0])→ HomT (NM ,D[ 6= 0])→ HomT (D,D[ 6= 0]) = 0.
Since the above (·f [1]) is surjective, we have HomT (NM ,D[ 6= 0]) = 0.
Applying HomT (M,−[ 6= −1, 0]) to (4), we have an exact sequence
0 = HomT (M,D[ 6= −1, 0])→ HomT (M,NM [ 6= −1, 0])→ HomT (M,M [ 6= 0, 1]) = 0
and so HomT (M,NM [ 6= −1, 0]) = 0. Applying HomT (−, NM [ 6= 0, 1]) to (4), we have an exact sequence
0 = HomT (M,NM [ 6= −1, 0])→ HomT (NM , NM [ 6= 0, 1])→ HomT (D,NM [ 6= 0, 1]) = 0
and so HomT (NM , NM [ 6= 0, 1]) = 0. Thus we have HomT (NM , NM [ 6= 0]) = 0 by Theorem 2.31.
Consequently we have HomT (µ
+(M;D), µ+(M;D)[6= 0]) = 0 if and only if (ii) holds. 
The following properties can be checked easily.
Proposition 2.33. Let M ∈ silt T .
(a) For a covariantly finite subcategory D ofM, we have µ−(µ+(M;D);D) =M andM≥ µ+(M;D),
where the equality holds if and only if D =M.
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(b) For a contravariantly finite subcategory D ofM, we have µ+(µ−(M;D);D) =M and µ−(M;D) ≥
M, where the equality holds if and only if D =M.
Proof. (a) Applying HomT (D,−) to (4), we have an exact sequence
HomT (D, D)
g·
→ HomT (D, NM )→ HomT (D,M [1]) = 0.
Thus g is a right D-approximation. Thus we have µ−(µ+(M;D);D) =M.
Applying HomT (M,−[> 0]) to (4), we have an exact sequence
0 = HomT (M, D[> 0])→ HomT (M, NM [> 0])→ HomT (M,M [> 1]) = 0
and so HomT (M, NM [> 0]) = 0. Thus HomT (M, µ
+(M;D)[> 0]) = 0 holds and we have M ≥
µ+(M;D).
If D 6=M, then takeM ∈M\D. Since f is not a split monomorphism, we have HomT (NM ,M [1]) 6= 0.
Thus NM /∈M holds, so we haveM 6= µ+(M;D). 
In the rest of this subsection, we assume that T is a Krull-Schmidt triangulated category. The following
notation will be often used.
Definition 2.34. Let M ∈ silt T and X a subcategory of M. Define a subcategory MX of M by
indMX = indM\indX . We put
µ±X (M) := µ
±(M;MX )
We say that mutation is irreducible if #indX = 1. If X = addX , we denoteMX and µ
±
X byMX and µ
±
X
respectively.
Now we assume the following condition:
(F) T is Krull-Schmidt, and for anyM ∈ silt T and X ∈ indM, the subcategoryMX is functorially
finite in M.
This is satisfied if T is k-linear Hom-finite and has a silting object (Proposition 2.20).
Under this condition, we shall show the following result.
Theorem 2.35. Let T be a triangulated category satisfying the condition (F). For any M,N ∈ silt T ,
the following conditions are equivalent.
(a) N is an irreducible left mutation of M.
(b) M is an irreducible right mutation of N .
(c) M > N and there is no L ∈ silt T satisfying M > L > N .
The following property is crucial in our consideration.
Proposition 2.36. If M,N ∈ silt T satisfy M > N , then there exists an irreducible left mutation L of
M such that M > L ≥ N .
Proof. We take N0 ∈ N which does not belong to M, then consider ℓ ≥ 0 and triangles in Proposition
2.24. Then we have ℓ > 0. Take an indecomposable summand X of Mℓ, and let L := µ
+
X(M) be an
irreducible left mutation. Then we have L = add(MX ∪ {Y }), where Y is given by the triangle
X
f
−→ D
g
−→ Y → X [1]
with a left MX-approximation f of X .
We only have to prove L ≥ N . We need to show HomT (Y,N [> 0]) = 0. Since we have an exact
sequence
0 = HomT (X,N [> 0])→ HomT (Y,N [> 1])→ HomT (D,N [> 1]) = 0,
we have HomT (Y,N [> 1]) = 0. Thus it remains to show HomT (Y,N [1]) = 0. Since we have an exact
sequence
HomT (D,N )
·f
−→ HomT (X,N )→ HomT (Y,N [1])→ HomT (D,N [1]) = 0,
we only have to show that HomT (D,N )
·f
−→ HomT (X,N ) is surjective.
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Fix any N ′0 ∈ N and a : X → N
′
0. We consider the diagram
Y [−1] // X
f //
a
D
g // Y
N ′1
g′0 // M ′0
f ′0 // N ′0 // N
′
1[1].
where the lower triangle is given in Lemma 2.25. Since f ′0 is a right M-approximation, there exists
b : X →M ′0 such that a = f
′
0b. Since (addMℓ)∩ (addM
′
0) = 0 holds by Lemma 2.25, we have X /∈ addM
′
0
and so M ′0 ∈ MX . Since f is a left MX -approximation, there exists c : D →M
′
0 such that b = cf . Thus
we have a = (f ′0c)f , and we have the assertion. 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 2.35.
(i) We shall show that (a) and (b) are equivalent.
We only have to show that (a) implies (b). Assume that N is an irreducible left mutation µ+X(M) of
M with respect to X ∈ indM. Take a triangle
X
f
−→ D
g
−→ Y → X [1]
with a minimal left MX -approximation f . By Proposition 2.33, we have M = µ
−
Y (N ). Since g is a
right MX -approximation, it is easy to check that Y is indecomposable. Thus M is an irreducible right
mutation of N .
(ii) We shall show that (a) and (c) are equivalent.
Assume that (c) is satisfied. SinceM > N , there exists an irreducible left mutation L ofM such that
M > L ≥ N by Proposition 2.36. By the condition (c), we have L = N , and we have the assertion.
Assume that (a) is satisfied. Thus N = µ+X(M) for indecomposable X . Assume that there exists
L such that M > L > N . Again by Proposition 2.36, there exists a left mutation K of M such that
M > K ≥ L. By Proposition 2.19, we haveMX =M∩N ⊂ K. Since both of N and K are left mutation
of M with respect to X , we have N = K, a contradiction. Thus (c) holds. 
2.5. Silting reduction. In this subsection, we give a reduction theorem of silting subcategories, which
is an analogue of 2-Calabi-Yau reduction in cluster tilting theory [IY, 4.9]. The following result gives
a bijection between silting subcategories of T containing a functorially finite thick subcategory S and
silting subcategories of the quotient triangulated category T /S.
Theorem 2.37. Let T be a Krull-Schmidt triangulated category, S a thick subcategory of T and U :=
T /S. Let F : T → U be the canonical functor.
(a) If S is a contravariantly finite subcategory of T , then for any D ∈ siltS we have an injective map
{M ∈ silt T | D ⊂M} → siltU , M 7→ FM.
(b) If S is a functorially finite subcategory of T , then the map in (a) is bijective.
The first step of the proof is to consider the subcategory S⊥T of T . Since S is contravariantly finite,
we have a stable t-structure (S,S⊥T ) of T by Lemma 2.22. Moreover, we can naturally identify U with
the subcategory S⊥T of T [M].
Next we shall show the following observation.
Lemma 2.38. Let M be as in Theorem 2.37(a). For any M ∈M, take a triangle
S
a
→M
b
→ FM → S[1] (5)
with S ∈ S and FM ∈ U . Then S ∈ S≤0D holds, where
(⊥S (S≤0D ),S
≤0
D ) = (
⋃
ℓ>0
D[−ℓ] ∗ · · · ∗ D[−1],
⋃
ℓ≥0
D ∗ · · · ∗ D[ℓ])
is the torsion pair in S = thickD given in Proposition 2.23.
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Proof. Take a triangle
S>0
c
→ S
d
→ S≤0 → S>0[1]
with S>0 ∈ ⊥S (S≤0D ) and S
≤0 ∈ S≤0D . Since HomT (
⊥S (S≤0D ),M) = 0, we have ac = 0. Thus there exists
a morphism e : S≤0 →M such that a = ed. Since be = 0 by HomD(S,U) = 0, there exists f : S≤0 → S
such that e = af .
S>0
c

FM [−1] // S
a //
d
M
b // FM
S≤0
f
OO
e
99rrrrrr
Since a(1S − fd) = 0, we have that 1S − fd : S → S factors through FM [−1]. Since HomT (S,U) = 0
again, we have 1S = fd. Thus d is a split monomorphism, and we have S ∈ S
≤0
D . 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 2.37.
(a)(i) We shall show that FM is a silting subcategory of U .
We have thickFM⊃ F thickM = FT = U . Thus we only have to show HomT (FM, FM[> 0]) = 0.
Applying HomT (M,−[> 0]) to (5), we have an exact sequence
0
M∈siltT
= HomT (M,M [> 0])→ HomT (M,FM [> 0])→ HomT (M,S[> 1])
HomT (M,S
<0
D )=0= 0
and so HomT (M,FM [> 0]) = 0. Applying HomT (−, FM [> 0]) to (5), we have an exact sequence
0
HomT (S,U)=0
= HomT (S, FM [> −1])→ HomT (FM,FM [> 0])→ HomT (M,FM [> 0]) = 0
and so HomT (FM,FM [> 0]) = 0.
(ii) We shall show that the correspondence M 7→ FM is injective. By Theorem 2.11, it is enough to
prove M ≥ N if FM ≥ FN . Let M ∈ M and N ∈ N . For any f ∈ HomT (M,N [> 0]), we have a
commutative diagram
SM //

M //
f
FM //

SM [1]

SN [> 0]
aN [>0]
// N [> 0]
bN [>0]
// FN [> 0] // SN [> 1].
Since bN [> 0] · f = 0 by our assumption, f factors through aN [> 0] : SN [> 0] → N [> 0]. This implies
f = 0 since HomT (M,SN [> 0]) ⊂ HomT (M,S
<0
D ) = 0 by Lemma 2.38. Thus we haveM≥N .
(b) We shall show that the correspondenceM 7→ FM is surjective. Fix N ∈ siltU .
Since S is covariantly finite in T by our assumption and S<0D is covariantly finite in S by Proposition
2.23, we have that S<0D is covariantly finite in T . Thus we have a torsion pair (
⊥T (S<0D ),S
<0
D ) in T by
Lemma 2.22(c). For any N ∈ N , take a triangle
SN →MN → N → SN [1] (6)
with MN ∈ ⊥T (S
<0
D ) and SN ∈ S
≤0
D . Notice that MN is unique up to a summand in D since S
≤0
D ∩
⊥T (S<0D ) = S
≤0
D ∩
⊥S (S<0D ) = D by Proposition 2.13.
We shall show thatM := add(D∪{MN | N ∈ N}) is a silting subcategory of T . Since D[> 0] ⊂ S
<0
D ,
we have HomT (MN ,D[> 0]) = 0. Applying HomT (D,−[> 0]) to (6), we have an exact sequence
0
HomT (D,S
<0
D )=0= HomT (D, SN [> 0])→ HomT (D,MN [> 0])→ HomT (D, N [> 0])
HomT (S,U)=0
= 0
and so HomT (D,MN [> 0]) = 0.
Applying HomT (−, N [> 0]) to (6), we have an exact sequence
0
N∈siltU
= HomT (N,N [> 0])→ HomT (MN , N [> 0])→ HomT (SN , N [> 0])
HomT (S,U)=0
= 0
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and so HomT (MN , N [> 0]) = 0. Applying HomT (MN ,−[> 0]) to (6), we have an exact sequence
0
HomT (
⊥T (S<0D ),S
<0
D )=0= HomT (MN , SN [> 0])→ HomT (MN ,MN [> 0])→ HomT (MN , N [> 0]) = 0
and so HomT (MN ,MN [> 0]) = 0.
Consequently we have HomT (M,M[> 0]) = 0. By (6), we have thickM ⊃ N , so we have thickM ⊃
thick(D ∪N ) ⊃ S ∗ U = T . Thus M is a silting subcategory of T . 
The functor F :M→ FM has the following properties.
Proposition 2.39. In Theorem 2.37(a), the functor F :M→ FM induces an equivalence
M/[D]→ FM,
where [D] is the ideal of M consisting of morphisms which factor through objects in D. In particular, F
induces a bijection between indM\indD and indFM.
Proof. Since FD = 0, we have the induced functor F :M/[D] → FM. We only have to show that this
is fully faithful. Let M,M ′ ∈ M. For each f : M → M ′, the morphism Ff : FM → FM ′ is given by
the following commutative diagram.
S //

M //
f
FM //
Ff
S[1]

S′ // M ′ // FM ′ // S′[1]
(i) We shall show that F :M/[D]→ FM is faithful.
If Ff = 0, then f factors through S′. By Lemma 2.38, we know S′ ∈ S≤0D =
⋃
ℓ≥0D ∗ · · · ∗ D[ℓ]. Since
HomT (M,D[1] ∗ · · · ∗ D[ℓ]) = 0, we have that f factors through D. Thus f is zero in M/[D].
(ii) We shall show that F :M/[D]→ FM is full.
Fix g ∈ HomT (FM,FM ′). Since HomT (M,S′[1]) = 0 again by Lemma 2.38, there exists f :M →M ′
which makes the following diagram commutative.
S //

M //
f
FM //
g

S[1]

S′ // M ′ // FM ′ // S′[1]
Then f = Fg holds. 
Later we use the following compatibility of silting mutation and silting reduction.
Lemma 2.40. In Theorem 2.37(a), we have Fµ+X (M) = µ
+
FX (FM) for any covariantly finite subcategory
X of M satisfying D ∩ X = 0.
Proof. By Proposition 2.39, we have (FM)FX = F (MX ). For any X ∈ X , take a triangle
X
f
→ D → Y → X [1]
where f is a left MX -approximation. We have to prove that Ff is a left F (MX )-approximation. It is
enough to show HomT (FY, F (MX )[1]) = 0.
For any M ∈MX , there exists a triangle
S →M → FM → S[1] (7)
with S ∈ S≤0D by Lemma 2.38. Applying HomT (Y,−), we have an exact sequence
0
Thm. 2.31
= HomT (Y,M [1])→ HomT (Y, FM [1])→ HomT (Y, S[2])
S∈S
≤0
D= 0,
so we have HomT (Y, FM [1]) = 0. Thus we have HomT (FY, FM [1]) ≃ HomT (Y, FM [1]) = 0. 
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2.6. Silting quivers and examples. Let T be a Krull-Schmidt triangulated category. The aim of this
section is to introduce the silting quiver of T .
Definition 2.41. The silting quiver of T is defined as follows:
• The set of vertices is silt T .
• We draw an arrowM→N if N is an irreducible left mutation of M.
If T satisfies the condition (F), then the silting quiver is nothing but the Hasse quiver of the partially
ordered set silt T by Theorem 2.35.
We pose the following question.
Question 2.42. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra A over a field and T := Kb(proj-A). When is the
silting quiver of T connected? Equivalently, when is the action of iterated irreducible mutation on silt T
transitive?
If A is local, then we have a positive answer by the following observation.
Corollary 2.43. If T has an indecomposable silting object, then the action of iterated irreducible mutation
on silt T is transitive.
Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 2.26 since we have µ±
M [i](M [i]) =M [i± 1]. 
Next we shall generalize Corollary 2.43 by introducing the following notion which generalizes ‘almost
complete partial tilting modules’.
We call a subcategory D of T almost complete silting if there exists a silting subcategoryM of T such
that M⊃ D and #(indM\indD) = 1.
Then we have the following analogue of [HU, 2.1] for ‘tilting mutation’ and [IY, 5.3] for ‘cluster tilting
mutation’.
Theorem 2.44. Let T be a Krull-Schmidt triangulated category and D an almost complete silting subcat-
egory. If thickD is a functorially finite subcategory of T , then the set {M ∈ silt T | D ⊂ M} is transitive
under iterated irreducible mutation.
Proof. Let U := T /thickD. By Theorem 2.37 we have a bijection {M ∈ silt T | D ⊂ M} → siltU . This
commutes with mutation by Lemma 2.40 and its dual. By Corollary 2.43, we know that siltU is transitive
under iterated irreducible mutation. Thus the assertion follows. 
We give examples of silting quivers.
Example 2.45. Let A be a path algebra of the quiver 1 // 2 . We have the AR-quiver of Kb(proj-A)
as follows:
X−2
$$H
HH
X0
!!C
CC
X2
!!C
CC
· · ·
· · ·
<<xxxx
X−1
;;xxx
X1
=={{{
X3
=={{{{
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Then the silting quiver of A is the following (cf. Theorem 3.1):
· · ·

;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
; · · ·










;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
; · · ·
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
X−3 ⊕X1










:
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
:
X−6 ⊕X4










4
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
X−1 ⊕X0

:
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
:
X−4 ⊕X3










:
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
:
· · ·





























X−2 ⊕X2










:
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
:
X−5 ⊕X5










4
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
X0 ⊕X1

:
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
:
X−3 ⊕X4










:
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
:
· · ·





























X−1 ⊕X3










:
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
:
X−4 ⊕X6










4
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
X1 ⊕X2

:
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
:
X−2 ⊕X5










:
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
:
· · ·





























X0 ⊕X4










;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;
X−1 ⊕X7










5
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
5
X2 ⊕X3

X−1 ⊕X6
X1 ⊕X5 X−2 ⊕X8
· · · · · · · · ·
Identifying each silting object T with T [i] for any i ∈ Z, we can simplify the quiver as follows, where
M [1] // N means M // N [1] .
X0 ⊕X1

//
X0 ⊕X4
//
[1]oo X0 ⊕X7
//
[1]oo X0 ⊕X10
//
[1]oo · · ·[1]oo
X2 ⊕X3
[1]MMMM
ffMMMM
//
X2 ⊕X6
//
[1]oo X2 ⊕X9
//
[1]oo X2 ⊕X12
//
[1]oo · · ·[1]oo
X1 ⊕X2
88qqqqqqqqqq //
X1 ⊕X5
//
[1]oo X1 ⊕X8
//
[1]oo X1 ⊕X11
//
[1]oo · · ·[1]oo
Example 2.46. Let A be a path algebra of the quiver 1
//
2// with ℓ ≥ 2 arrows. The AR-quiver of
K
b(proj-A) contains the following connected component:
X−2
##G
GG
GG ##G
GG
GG X0
!!C
CC
CC !!C
CC
CC X2
!!C
CC
CC !!C
CC
CC · · ·
· · ·
<<yyyyyy
<<yyyyyy X−1
<<yyyyy
<<yyyyy X1
==|||||
==||||| X3
>>||||||
>>||||||
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Then the silting quiver of A is the following (cf. Theorem 3.1):
· · ·

X−1 ⊕X0

//
X−1 ⊕X0[1]
//
[1]oo X−1 ⊕X0[2]
//
[1]oo X−1 ⊕X0[3]
//
[1]oo · · ·[1]oo
X0 ⊕X1

//
X0 ⊕X1[1]
//
[1]oo X0 ⊕X1[2]
//
[1]oo X0 ⊕X1[3]
//
[1]oo · · ·[1]oo
X1 ⊕X2

//
X1 ⊕X2[1]
//
[1]oo X1 ⊕X2[2]
//
[1]oo X1 ⊕X2[3]
//
[1]oo · · ·[1]oo
X2 ⊕X3

//
X2 ⊕X3[1]
//
[1]oo X2 ⊕X3[2]
//
[1]oo X2 ⊕X3[3]
//
[1]oo · · ·[1]oo
· · ·
Example 2.47. Let A be an algebra presented by a quiver 1
a //
2
b
oo with relations ab = 0 = ba. Then
the silting quiver of A is the following, where X := cone(P1 → P2) and Y := cone(P2 → P1):
X ⊕ P2
//

X [1]⊕ P2
//
[1]oo X [2]⊕ P2
//
[1]oo X [3]⊕ P2
//
[1]oo · · ·[1]oo
X ⊕ P1[1]
//
[1]
qqq
q
xxqqq
q
X ⊕ P1[2]
//
[1]oo X ⊕ P1[3]
//
[1]oo X ⊕ P1[4]
//
[1]oo · · ·[1]oo
P1 ⊕ P2
AA
&&MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
Y ⊕ P1
//

Y [1]⊕ P1
//
[1]oo Y [2]⊕ P1
//
[1]oo Y [3]⊕ P1
//
[1]oo · · ·[1]oo
Y ⊕ P2[1]
//
[1];;;;;;;;
]];;;;;;;;
Y ⊕ P2[2]
//
[1]oo Y ⊕ P2[3]
//
[1]oo Y ⊕ P2[4]
//
[1]oo · · ·[1]oo
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Example 2.48. Let A be an algebra presented by a quiver 1
a //
2
b
oo with relations (ab)ℓa = 0 = (ba)ℓb
(ℓ ≥ 1). The silting quiver of A is connected by [A], and it is the following:
P1
// P2 // P2 // P2
0 // 0 // 0 // P2
P1
// P2 // P2
0 // 0 // P2
P1
// P2 // P2 // P2
P1
// P2 // P2 // 0
0 // P1 P1 // P2
P2
// P1 0 // P2
P1
// P1 ⊕ P2 // P2 // P2
0 // P1 // P2 // P2
P1
// P2 // P2
P1
// P2 // 0
P1
// P1 ⊕ P2 // P2 // P2
P1
// P2 // 0 // 0
P1 ⊕ P2
P1
// P1 // P1 ⊕ P2 // P2
0 // 0 // P1 // P2
P1
// P1 // P2
0 // P1 // P2
P1
// P1 // P1 ⊕ P2 // P2
P1
// P1 // P2 // 0
P2
// 0 P1 // P2
P2
// P1 P1 // 0
P1
// P1 // P1 // P2
0 // P1 // P1 // P2
P1
// P1 // P2
P1
// 0 // 0
P1
// P1 // P1 // P2
P1
// 0 // 0 // 0







33hhhhh
55kkkkk
55kkkkk
55kkkkk
//
55kkkkk
55kkkkk
55kkkkk
[1]SS
iiSS
[1]SS
iiSSS
[1]SS
iiSS
[1]oo
[1]SS
iiSS
[1]SS
iiSSS
[1]SS
iiSS
[1]VV
kkVVV
55lllll
55lllll
55lllll
55lllll
[1]V
jjVV
[1]V
jjVVV
[1]V
jjVV
[1]V
jjVVV
AA
AA
[1]EEE
bbEEEE
[1]EEE
bbEEEE
GG
[1]111111111
XX111111111
ZZ6666666666666666666
[1]

DD
ccFFFFFFF
ccFFFFFF
[1]xx
;;xxx
[1]xx
;;xxx
2.7. Okuyama-Rickard complexes and APR and BB tilting modules. Our silting mutation has
two important origins in representation theory:
• Okuyama-Rickard complexes and Okuyama’s method in modular representation theory;
• APR tilting modules and BB tilting modules;
In this section we will explain the relationship between silting mutation and these notions.
Throughout this section, let A be a finite dimensional algebra over a field k. We may assume that A
is basic and indecomposable as an A-A-bimodule. For an A-module X , we denote by P (X) a projective
cover of X . We denote by ν = DHomA(−, A) : mod-A → mod-A the Nakayama functor. We denote by
τ and τ−1 the Auslander-Reiten translations [ARS, ASS].
Definition 2.49. For idempotent e ∈ A, the Okuyama-Rickard complex with respect to e is defined by
T :=


0
P (eA(1− e)A)
pe
−→
1
eA
⊕
(1− e)A
(8)
where pe gives a projective cover of the submodule eA(1− e)A of eA.
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In [O], Okuyama constructed Okuyama-Rickard complexes and proved that it is tilting if A is sym-
metric. The method of his construction is often called Okuyama’s method.
Let us give basic properties of Okuyama-Rickard complexes in our context of silting mutation.
Theorem 2.50. Let e ∈ A be an idempotent and T the Okuyama-Rickard complex with respect to e.
(a) T is isomorphic to right mutation µ−eA(A) of A with respect to eA.
(b) T is a silting object in Kb(proj-A).
(c) The following conditions are equivalent.
(i) T is a tilting object in Kb(proj-A).
(ii) HomA(eA/eA(1− e)A, (1− e)A) = 0.
(d) If A is a self-injective algebra and eA ≃ ν(eA) holds, then T is a tilting object in Kb(proj-A).
Proof. (a) Since eA(1 − e)A is minimal amongst submodules X of eA such that any composition factor
of eA/X belongs to add(top eA), we have that pe in (8) is a minimal right add(1− e)A-approximation of
eA. Thus the assertion follows.
(b)(c) These are immediate consequences of Theorems 2.31 and 2.32.
(d) This is immediate from (c) since add(top eA)∩add(soc(1−e)A) = add(top eA)∩add(top(1−e)A) = 0
holds by our assumption and any composition factor of eA/eA(1− e)A is isomorphic to top eA. 
The partial order ≤ on siltKb(proj-A) have the following easy interpretation for Okuyama-Rickard
complexes.
Proposition 2.51. Let e, e′ ∈ A be idempotents and T, T ′ the Okuyama-Rickard complexes with respect
to e, e′ respectively. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(a) addeA ⊇ adde′A.
(b) T ≥ T ′.
Proof. Assume addeA ⊇ adde′A. Clearly we have HomKb(proj-A)(T, T
′[> 1]) = 0. Take any morphism
T

0 //

P (eA(1 − e)A)⊕ (1− e)A
pe //
f

eA

T ′[1] P (e′A(1− e′)A)⊕ (1 − e′)A
pe′ // e′A // 0
Since P (eA(1−e)A)⊕(1−e)A ∈ add(1− e)A ⊂ add(1− e′)A and pe′ is a right add(1− e′)A-approximation,
f factors through pe′ . Thus we have HomKb(proj-A)(T, T
′[1]) = 0, so T ≥ T ′.
Assume T ≥ T ′. Then we have HomKb(proj-A)(T, T
′[1]) = 0. In particular, for any morphism f :
P (eA(1 − e)A) ⊕ (1 − e)A → e′A, there exist s and t such that f = pe′s + tpe. Since both pe and
pe′ belongs to Jmod-A, any morphism in HomA(P (eA(1 − e)A) ⊕ (1 − e)A, e′A) belongs to Jmod-A. In
particular (1−e)A and e′A do not have a non-zero common summand, and we have addeA ⊇ adde′A. 
We end this section by observing a connection between BB and APR tilting modules and silting
mutation.
Definition 2.52. Let e ∈ A be a primitive idempotent and S the corresponding simple A-module.
Assume Ext1A(S, S) = 0, pd(τ
−1S) ≤ 1 and that S is not injective. We define a BB tilting module [BB]
with respect to e by
T := τ−1S ⊕ (1 − e)A
A BB tilting module is called an APR tilting module [APR] if S is projective.
Theorem 2.53. Let T be the BB tilting module with respect to e.
(a) T is isomorphic to left mutation µ+eA(A) of A with respect to eA.
(b) T is a tilting A-module of projective dimension at most one.
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Proof. (a) Take a minimal injective resolution of the A-module S:
0 −→ S −→ D(Ae)
f
−→ I
Since Ext1A(S, S) = 0, we have I ∈ addD(A(1 − e)). Thus f is a minimal left addD(A(1 − e))-approximation.
Applying ν−1, we have an exact sequence
eA
ν−1f
−−−→ ν−1I −→ τ−1S −→ 0
with a minimal left (1 − e)A-approximation ν−1f . Since pd(τ−1S) ≤ 1 and S is not injective, we have
that ν−1f is injective. Thus we have T ≃ ν+eA(A).
(b) Since ν−1f is injective, so is HomKb(proj-A)((1 − e)A, ν
−1f). Thus the assertion follows from
Theorem 2.32. 
3. Transitivity for piecewise hereditary algebras
The aim of this section is to prove the following result.
Theorem 3.1. Let T = Kb(proj-A) where A is either a hereditary algebra or a canonical algebra over a
field k. Then the action of iterated irreducible silting mutation on silt T is transitive.
The idea of our proof of Theorem 3.1 is to compare silting objects with exceptional sequences.
In the rest of this section let T be a triangulated category satisfying the following property.
Assumption 3.2. For any X,Y ∈ T we have HomT (X,Y [ℓ]) = 0 for any |ℓ| ≫ 0.
Definition 3.3. Let T be a triangulated category. We say that an object X ∈ T is exceptional if
HomT (X,X [ 6= 0]) = 0 and EndT (X) is a division algebra.
We say that a sequence (X1, · · · , Xn) of exceptional objects in T is an exceptional sequence if
HomT (Xi, Xj [Z]) = 0 for any 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n.
We say that an exceptional sequence is full if thick(
∐n
i=1Xi) = T . We denote by expT the set of
isomorphism classes of full exceptional sequences in T .
Clearly Zn acts on expT by
(ℓ1, · · · , ℓn)(X1, · · · , Xn) := (X1[ℓ1], · · · , Xn[ℓn]).
Let Bn be the braid group generated by σ1, · · · , σn−1 with relations
σiσj = σjσi |i− j| > 1,
σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1.
Then Bn acts on exp T [GR] as follows: For an exceptional sequence X := (X1, · · · , Xn) and 1 ≤ i < n,
define objects LXi+1Xi and RXiXi+1 in T by
Xi //
∐
ℓ∈ZDHomT (Xi, Xi+1[ℓ])⊗k Xi+1[ℓ] // LXi+1Xi[1] // Xi[1]
Xi+1[−1] // RXiXi+1 //
∐
ℓ∈ZHomT (Xi[ℓ], Xi+1)⊗k Xi[ℓ] // Xi+1
and put
σ−1i X := (X1, · · · , Xi−1, Xi+1, LXi+1Xi, Xi+2, · · · , Xn),
σiX := (X1, · · · , Xi−1, RXiXi+1, Xi+1, Xi+2, · · · , Xn).
The following transitivity result of exceptional sequences is well-known.
Theorem 3.4. [C, Rin, KM] Let T = Kb(proj-A) where A is either a hereditary algebra or a canonical
algebra over a field k. Then Bn × Zn acts on exp T transitively.
We shall deduce Theorem 3.1 from Theorem 3.4.
We have the following connection between silting objects and exceptional sequences, asserting that
any full exceptional sequence gives rise to a silting object.
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Proposition 3.5. Let X = (X1, · · · , Xn) be a full exceptional sequence in T . Then there exists a ∈ Z
such that X1[ℓ1] ⊕ · · · ⊕Xn[ℓn] is a silting object for any integers ℓ1 · · · , ℓn ∈ Z satisfying ℓi + a ≤ ℓi+1
for any 1 ≤ i < n.
Proof. By Assumption 3.2, there exists a ≥ 0 such that HomT (Xi, Xj [> a]) = 0 and any 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
We shall show that a satisfies the desired condition.
Let ℓ1 · · · , ℓn be integers satisfying ℓi + a ≤ ℓi+1 for any i. Fix 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. Since X ∈ exp T , we
have HomT (Xj [ℓj], Xi[ℓi + ℓ]) = 0 for any ℓ ∈ Z and HomT (Xi[ℓi], Xi[ℓi + ℓ]) = 0 for any ℓ 6= 0. On the
other hand we have HomT (Xi[ℓi], Xj[ℓj + ℓ]) = 0 for any ℓ > 0 by ℓj + ℓ − ℓi > a and our choice of a.
Thus we have the assertion. 
We have the following easy observation.
Lemma 3.6. Let X = (X1, · · · , Xn) be a full exceptional sequence in T such that M = X1⊕ · · · ⊕Xn is
a silting object. For any integers ℓ1 ≤ · · · ≤ ℓn we have the following.
(1) X1[ℓ1]⊕ · · · ⊕Xn[ℓn] is a silting object.
(2) If ℓ1 ≥ 0, then X1 ⊕ · · · ⊕Xn and X1[ℓ1]⊕ · · · ⊕Xn[ℓn] are transitive under iterated irreducible
silting mutation.
Proof. (1) Fix i ≤ j. Since X ∈ exp T , we have HomT (Xj [ℓj ], Xi[ℓi + ℓ]) = 0 for any ℓ 6= 0. Since
X1 ⊕ · · · ⊕Xn is a silting object and ℓi ≤ ℓj, we have HomT (Xi[ℓi], Xj [ℓj + ℓ]) = 0 for any ℓ > 0. Thus
we have the assertion.
(2) We use the induction on ℓ1 + · · ·+ ℓn. Let ℓ0 := 0. Assume ℓi−1 < ℓi for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then
HomT (Xj [ℓj ], Xi[ℓi]) = 0 for any j > i since X ∈ exp T , and also for any j < i since M ∈ silt T and
ℓi − ℓj > 0. Consequently we have HomT (Xj [ℓj ], Xi[ℓi]) = 0 for any j 6= i. Thus we have
µ−
Xi[ℓi]
(X1[ℓ1]⊕ · · · ⊕Xn[ℓn]) = X1[ℓ1]⊕ · · ·Xi[ℓi − 1] · · · ⊕Xn[ℓn].
Thus the assertion follows inductively. 
We have the following transitivity result.
Proposition 3.7. Let (X1, · · · , Xn) be a full exceptional sequence in T and ℓ1, · · · , ℓn ∈ Z, If X1⊕· · ·⊕
Xn and X1[ℓ1]⊕ · · · ⊕Xn[ℓn] are silting objects, then they are transitive under iterated irreducible silting
mutation.
Proof. Choose integers 0 ≤ m1 ≤ · · · ≤ mn satisfying 0 ≤ m1 − ℓ1 ≤ · · · ≤ mn − ℓn. By Lemma 3.6 we
have that X1[m1]⊕· · ·⊕Xn[mn] is an iterated irreducible silting mutation of X1⊕· · ·⊕Xn (respectively,
X1[ℓ1]⊕ · · · ⊕Xn[ℓn]). Thus we have the assertion. 
In the rest of this section let T = Kb(proj-A) where A is either a hereditary algebra or a canonical
algebra over a field. We can identify T with Db(A) for a hereditary abelian category A. Any indecom-
posable object in T is isomorphic to X [ℓ] for some X ∈ A and ℓ ∈ Z. Moreover T satisfies Assumption
3.2.
Let us start with the following preliminary results.
Lemma 3.8. [H, IV.1.2, IV.1.5]
(1) Let X,Y ∈ A be indecomposable objects satisfying Ext1A(Y,X) = 0. Then any non-zero morphism
f ∈ HomA(X,Y ) is either injective or surjective.
(2) Let X,Y ∈ A be exceptional objects. If HomA(X,Y ) 6= 0 and Ext
1
A(X,Y ) 6= 0, then we have
Ext1A(Y,X) 6= 0.
We have the following result asserting that RHomA(X,Y ) is a stalk complex.
Lemma 3.9. Let X,Y ∈ T be indecomposable objects. If M := X ⊕ Y satisfies HomT (M,M [> 0]) = 0,
then there exists at most one ℓ ∈ Z such that HomT (X,Y [ℓ]) 6= 0.
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume thatX and Z := Y [a] belong to A. Since A is hereditary,
we have HomT (X,Z[ 6= 0, 1]) = 0. Assume that HomT (X,Z) 6= 0 and HomT (X,Z[1]) 6= 0. By Lemma
3.8(2) we have HomT (Z,X [1]) 6= 0.
Since HomT (X,Z[1]) 6= 0, we have HomT (M,M [1+ a]) 6= 0. Thus we have a < 0. On the other hand,
since HomT (Z,X [1]) 6= 0, we have HomT (M [a],M [1]) 6= 0. Thus we have a > 0, a contradiction. 
We have the following information about existence of ℓ in Lemma 3.9.
Lemma 3.10. Let Xn+1 = X1, · · · , Xn ∈ T be pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable objects. Assume
that the following conditions are satisfied.
(i) M := X1 ⊕ · · · ⊕Xn satisfies HomT (M,M [> 0]) = 0.
(ii) There exist integers ℓ1, · · · , ℓn ∈ Z such that HomT (Xi, Xi+1[ℓi]) 6= 0 for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Then we have n = 1.
Proof. By (i) we have ℓi ≤ 0 for any i. We take ai ∈ Z such that Xi ∈ A[ai]. Since HomT (Xi, Xi+1[ℓi]) 6=
0, we have HomT (A[ai],A[ai+1 + ℓi]) 6= 0. Thus ai+1 − ai + ℓi is either 0 or 1. We have
0 ≥
n∑
i=1
ℓi =
n∑
i=1
(ai+1 − ai + ℓi) =
n∑
i=1
(0 or 1),
which implies ℓ1 = · · · = ℓn = 0 and a1 = · · · = an. Thus we can assume that each Xi belongs to A.
Assume n > 1 and take a non-zero morphism fi : Xi → Xi+1 for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let fn+1 := f1.
Then fi is not an isomorphism and either injective or surjective by Proposition 3.8(1). Also each fi+1fi
is either injective or surjective again by Proposition 3.8(1). So it is impossible that fi is surjective and
fi+1 is injective at the same time. It is easy to conclude that either all fi are injective or all fi are
surjective. Thus fn · · · f1 : X1 → X1 is not an isomorphism and either injective or surjective. This is a
contradiction. 
Now we show a certain converse of Proposition 3.5 asserting that any silting object gives rise to a full
exceptional sequence. It is also possible to show this observation by applying [AST, Theorem A].
Proposition 3.11. Let M = X1 ⊕ · · · ⊕Xn be a basic silting object in T . Then we can change indices
of X1, · · · , Xn such that (X1, · · · , Xn) is a full exceptional sequence in T .
Proof. For each 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, we write Xi ≤ Xj if there exists a sequence Xi = Xi1 , Xi2 , · · · , Xim = Xj
such that HomT (Xia , Xia+1 [ℓa]) 6= 0 for some ℓa ∈ Z. Clearly we have Xi ≤ Xi and that Xi ≤ Xj ≤ Xk
implies Xi ≤ Xk. By Lemma 3.10 we have that Xi ≤ Xj ≤ Xi implies i = j. This means that X1, · · · , Xn
forms a partially ordered set. Thus we can change indices of X1, · · · , Xn such that Xi ≤ Xj implies i ≤ j.
Then (X1, · · · , Xn) forms an exceptional sequence. 
For an exceptional sequence X = (X1, · · · , Xn), we let
[[X]] := X1 ⊕ · · · ⊕Xn ∈ T .
The following is a main inductive step in the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Lemma 3.12. Let X = (X1, · · · , Xn) be a full exceptional sequence in T such that [[X]] is a silting
object. For any 1 ≤ i < n, there exists ℓ ∈ Zn (respectively, m ∈ Zn) such that [[(σi, ℓ)X]] (respectively,
[[(σ−1i ,m)X]]) is a iterated irreducible silting mutation of [[X]].
Proof. By Lemma 3.9 there exists at most one a ∈ Z such that HomT (Xi, Xi+1[a]) 6= 0. Then a must be
non-positive since [[X]] is silting. If such a does not exist, we let a := 0.
By Assumption 3.2 there exists b ≤ 0 such that
HomT (Xj [b], Xi+1[ℓ]) = 0 for any 1 ≤ j < i and a ≤ ℓ ≤ 0. (9)
By Lemma 3.6 we have an exceptional sequence
Y := (X1[b], · · · , Xi−1[b], Xi, Xi+1, Xi+2, · · · , Xn)
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such that [[Y]] is an iterated irreducible silting mutation of [[X]]. Let
Z := (X1[b], · · · , Xi−1[b], Xi, Xi+1[a], Xi+2, · · · , Xn),
σiZ = (X1[b], · · · , Xi−1[b], RXi(Xi+1[a]), Xi, Xi+2, · · · , Xn).
By our choice of a and (9) we have
µ
−(−a)
i+1 ([[Y]]) = [[Z]] and µ
−(−a+1)
i+1 ([[Y]]) = [[σiZ]].
Consequently [[σiZ]] = [[(σi, ℓ)X]] is an iterated irreducible silting mutation of [[X]], where we put
ℓ := (b, · · · , b, 0, a, 0, · · · , 0). 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 3.1.
Let T = X1⊕· · ·⊕Xn and U = Y1⊕· · ·⊕Yn be basic silting objects in T . By Proposition 3.11 we can
assume that X = (X1, · · · , Xn) and Y = (Y1, · · · , Yn) are full exceptional sequences. By Theorem 3.4
there exists (σ, ℓ) ∈ Bn×Zn such that Y = (σ, ℓ)X. Writing down σ ∈ Bn as a product of σ
±1
1 , · · · , σ
±1
n−1
and applying Lemma 3.12 repeatedly, we have m ∈ Zn such that [[(σ,m)X]] is an iterated irreducible
silting mutation of [[X]]. By Proposition 3.7 [[(σ,m)X]] = [[(0,m−ℓ)Y]] is an iterated irreducible silting
mutation of [[Y]]. Thus we have the assertion. 
4. Silting subcategories in triangulated categories with coproducts
The aim of this section is to study silting subcategories for triangulated categories which have arbitrary
coproducts. We need to modify the definition of silting subcategories (Definition 4.1) from that in
section 2. The advantage of this setting is that each set of compact objects gives rise to a torsion pair
(Theorem 4.3), which is not the case for the setting of section 2. As an application, we deduce a result
of Hoshino-Kato-Miyachi [HKM], which associates a t-structure for each silting subcategory (Corollary
4.7). Moreover we show that this gives a one-to-one correspondence between silting subcategories and
certain t-structures (Theorem 4.10). We also deduce a result of Pauksztello [P1, P2] on co-t-structures.
Throughout this section, let T be a triangulated category with arbitrary coproducts.
We say that an object X ∈ T is compact if HomT (X,−) commutes with arbitrary coproducts. We
denote by T c the full subcategory consisting of compact objects in T . We say that a subcategory M
of T is compact if M ⊂ T c, generating if M[Z]⊥T = 0, and skeletally small if isomorphism classes of
objects in M form a set.
Definition 4.1. We say that a subcategory M of T is silting if HomT (M,M[> 0]) = 0 and M is a
skeletally small compact and generating subcategory of T .
In this case M is a silting subcategory of T c in the sense of Definition 2.1 by the following Neeman’s
result:
Proposition 4.2. [N] For any compact generating subcategory M of T , we have thickM = T c.
4.1. Torsion pairs induced by sets of compact objects. The following main result in this section
asserts that each set of compact objects gives a t-structure.
Theorem 4.3. Let T be a triangulated category with arbitrary coproducts, and let C be a set of objects
in T c. Then (⊥(C⊥), C⊥) is a torsion pair.
We need the following general observation of homotopy colimit [N].
Proposition 4.4. Let T be a triangulated category with arbitrary coproducts. For a sequence
X0
a0−→ X1
a1−→ X2
a2−→ · · ·
we put
1− shift :=


1 0 0 0 ···
−a0 1 0 0 ···
0 −a1 1 0 ···
0 0 −a2 1 ···
...
...
...
...
...

 :
∐
i≥0
Xi →
∐
i≥0
Xi
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and take a triangle ∐
i≥0
Xi
1−shift
−−−−→
∐
i≥0
Xi → Y →
∐
i≥0
Xi[1],
where Y is called the homotopy colimit. Then we have the following isomorphism on T c:
HomT (−, Y ) ≃ colim(HomT (−, X0)
a0·−−→ HomT (−, X1)
a1·−−→ HomT (−, X2)
a2·−−→ · · · ).
We are ready to prove our Theorem 4.3.
For any X ∈ T , we only have to construct a triangle SX → X → UX → SX [1] in T with UX ∈ C⊥
and SX ∈ ⊥(C⊥). This is given as follows:
Proposition 4.5. Fix X = X0 ∈ T . For each i ≥ 0 we take a triangle
Ci
bi // Xi
ai // Xi+1 // Ci[1] (10)
such that bi is a right AddC-approximation. This is possible since C forms a set. Thus we have a sequence
C0
b0 
C1
b1 
C2
b2 
X0
a0 // X1
a1 // X2
a2 // · · ·
of morphisms. We denote by ιi the inclusion Xi →
∐
i≥0Xi. We take a triangle∐
i≥0
Xi
1−shift
−−−−→
∐
i≥0
Xi
c
−→ UX →
∐
i≥0
Xi[1] (11)
and for the composition d := cι0 : X → UX we take a triangle
SX // X
d // UX // SX [1]. (12)
Then we have SX ∈ ⊥(C⊥) and UX ∈ C⊥.
Proof. (i) We shall show UX ∈ C⊥.
For any i ≥ 0 we have an exact sequence
HomT (C, Ci)
bi·−→ HomT (C, Xi)
ai·−−→ HomT (C, Xi+1).
Since bi is a right AddC-approximation, the left map is surjective, and hence the right map is zero. Since
C consists of compact objects, we have by Proposition 4.4
HomT (C, UX) ≃ colim(HomT (C, X0)
0
−→ HomT (C, X1)
0
−→ · · · ) = 0.
Thus we have UX ∈ C⊥.
(ii) We shall show that d : X → UX is a left C⊥-approximation.
Fix any f0 : X = X0 → Y with Y ∈ C⊥. Since f0b0 ∈ HomT (C0, Y ) = 0, there exists f1 : X1 → Y
such that f0 = f1a0 by the triangle (10). Similarly we have fi : Xi → Y for any i > 0 such that
fi−1 = fiai−1. (13)
C0
b0 
C1
b1 
C2
b2 
X0
a0 //
f0 
X1
a1 //
f1
xxrrr
rrr
r
X2
a2 //
f2tthhhh
hhhh
hhhh
hhh · · ·
Y
Now we consider a morphism
f := (f0 f1 · · · ) ∈ HomT (
∐
i≥0
Xi, Y ).
By (13) we have f(1− shift) = 0. By the triangle (11) there exists g ∈ HomT (UX , Y ) such that f = gc.
In particular we have f0 = fι0 = gd.
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(iii) We shall show that HomT (
∐
i≥0Xi, C
⊥)
·(1−shift)
−−−−−−→ HomT (
∐
i≥0Xi, C
⊥) is surjective.
Let Y ∈ C⊥. Fix any f = (f0 f1 · · · ) ∈ HomT (
∐
i≥0Xi, Y ). Since f0b0 = 0, there exists g1 ∈
HomT (X1, Y ) such that f0 = −g1a0 by the triangle (10). Since (f1 − g1)b1 = 0, there exists g2 ∈
HomT (X2, Y ) such that f1 − g1 = −g2a1. Similarly we have gi : Xi → Y for any i ≥ 0 which makes the
following diagram commutative.
Ci
bi // Xi
ai //
fi−gi 
Xi+1 //
−gi+1xxqqq
qq
q
Ci[1]
Y
Now the morphism g := (0 g1 g2 · · · ) satisfies f = g(1− shift).
(iv) We shall show that HomT (UX , C⊥[1])
·d
−→ HomT (X, C⊥[1]) is injective.
Let Y ∈ C⊥[1]. Assume that f ∈ HomT (UX , Y ) satisfies fd = 0. Put g = (g0 g1 · · · ) := fc ∈
HomT (
∐
i≥0Xi, Y ). Then we have g0 = fcι0 = fd = 0.
Y
∐
i≥0Xi
1−shift//
∐
i≥0Xi
c //
g
77nnnnnnn
UX //
f
OO
∐
i≥0Xi[1]
SX //
OO
X
d //
ι0
OO
UX // SX [1]
OO
Assume gi = 0 for some i ≥ 0. Since
−gi+1ai = gi − gi+1ai = g(1− shift)ιi = fc(1− shift)ιi = 0,
we have that gi+1 factors through Ci[1] by the triangle (10). Since Y ∈ C⊥[1], we have gi+1 = 0.
Inductively we have g = 0, so f factors through UX →
∐
i≥0Xi[1]. Now using (iii) we have f = 0.
(v) We shall show SX ∈ ⊥(C⊥).
We have an exact sequence
HomT (UX , C
⊥)
·d
−→ HomT (X, C
⊥) −→ HomT (SX , C
⊥) −→ HomT (UX [−1], C
⊥)
·d[−1]
−−−−→ HomT (X [−1], C
⊥).
By (ii) the left map (·d) is surjective, and by (iv) the right map (·d[−1]) is injective. Thus we have
HomC(SX , C⊥) = 0, and we have the assertion. 
As special cases of Theorem 4.3, we have the following results due to Beligiannis-Reiten and Pauk-
sztello.
Corollary 4.6. Let T be a triangulated category with arbitrary coproducts, and C a set of objects in T c.
(a) [BR] If C[1] ⊂ C, then (⊥(C⊥), C⊥[1]) is a t-structure.
(b) [P2] If C ⊂ C[1], then (⊥(C⊥)[1], C⊥) is a co-t-structure.
Let us apply our results to more special cases, where we can describe the category ⊥(C⊥) in a more
direct way.
The first application is the following result (b) of Hoshino-Kato-Miyachi [HKM].
Corollary 4.7. Let T be a triangulated category with arbitrary coproducts and M a skeletally small
compact subcategory satisfying HomT (M,M[> 0]) = 0.
(a) We have ⊥(M[> 0]⊥) ⊆M[≤ 0]⊥.
(b) If M is a silting subcategory, then equality in (a) holds and (M[< 0]⊥,M[> 0]⊥) is a t-structure
of T .
Proof. Let C :=M[> 0]. For any X ∈ T , we apply Proposition 4.5 to get a triangle SX → X
d
→ UX →
SX [1] with SX ∈
⊥(C⊥) and UX ∈ C
⊥.
Applying HomT (M[≤ 0],−) to (10) for any i ≥ 0, we have an isomorphism
(ai·) : HomT (M[≤ 0], Xi)
∼
−→ HomT (M[≤ 0], Xi+1).
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Since M[≤ 0] is compact, Proposition 4.4 gives an isomorphism
(d·) : HomT (M[≤ 0], X)
∼
−→ HomT (M[≤ 0], UX). (14)
(a) Let X ∈ ⊥(C⊥). Then the morphism d : X → UX is zero since UX ∈ C⊥. Since (14) is an
isomorphism which is zero, we have HomT (M[≤ 0], X) = 0.
(b) By Theorem 4.3 we only have to show ⊥(C⊥) =M[≤ 0]⊥. By (a), we only have to show ⊥(C⊥) ⊃
M[≤ 0]⊥. Let X ∈ M[≤ 0]⊥. By (14), we have HomT (M[≤ 0], UX) ≃ HomT (M[≤ 0], X) = 0. Thus
UX ∈ C⊥ ∩M[≤ 0]⊥ =M[Z]⊥ = 0, and we have X ≃ SX ∈ ⊥(C⊥). 
The second application is Corollary 4.8 below, which is a version of a result of Pauksztello [P1] on
co-t-structures, where the assumption HomT (M,M[1]) = 0 in [P1] is dropped.
We say that a subcategoryM of T is cosilting if HomT (M,M[< 0]) = 0 and M is a skeletally small
compact and generating subcategory of T .
We say that an additive categoryM is semisimple if EndM(X) is a semisimple ring for any X ∈M.
Corollary 4.8. Let T be a triangulated category with arbitrary coproducts and M a skeletally small
compact and semisimple subcategory satisfying HomT (M,M[< 0]) = 0.
(a) We have ⊥(M[< 0]⊥) ⊆M[≥ 0]⊥.
(b) If M is a cosilting subcategory, then equality in (a) holds and (M[> 0]⊥,M[< 0]⊥) is a co-t-
structure of T .
Proof. Let C :=M[< 0]. For any X ∈ T , we apply Proposition 4.5 with an additional assumption that
HomT (M[−1], Ci)
bi·−→ HomT (M[−1], Xi) is an isomorphism for any i ≥ 0. This is possible since M is
semisimple. Applying HomT (M[≥ 0],−) to (10) for any i ≥ 0, we have an isomorphism
(ai·) : HomT (M[≥ 0], Xi)
∼
−→ HomT (M[≥ 0], Xi+1).
Since M[≥ 0] is compact, Proposition 4.4 implies that our triangle SX → X
d
→ UX → SX [1] induces an
isomorphism
(d·) : HomT (M[≥ 0], X)
∼
−→ HomT (M[≥ 0], UX). (15)
(a) Let X ∈ ⊥(C⊥). Then the morphism d : X → UX is zero since UX ∈ C⊥. Since (15) is an
isomorphism which is zero, we have HomT (M[≥ 0], X) = 0.
(b) By Theorem 4.3 we only have to show ⊥(C⊥) ⊃ M[≥ 0]⊥. Let X ∈ M[≥ 0]⊥. By (15), we have
HomT (M[≥ 0], UX) ≃ HomT (M[≥ 0], X) = 0. Thus UX ∈ C⊥ ∩M[≥ 0]⊥ = M[Z]⊥ = 0, and we have
X ≃ SX ∈ ⊥(C⊥). 
4.2. The correspondence between silting subcategories and t-structures. Let T be a triangu-
lated category with arbitrary coproducts. For a silting subcategory M of T , we observed in Corollary
4.7 that we have a t-structure (T ≤0M , T
≥0
M ) given by
T ≤0M :=
⊥(M[≥ 0]⊥) =M[< 0]⊥ and T ≥0M :=M[> 0]
⊥.
The aim of this subsection is to characterize these t-structures obtained from silting subcategories. The
following definition is suggested by Proposition 2.13.
Definition 4.9. Let (T ≤0, T ≥0) be a t-structure in T with the heart T 0. Define a subcategory of T by
M =M(T ≤0, T ≥0) := T ≤0 ∩ ⊥(T <0) ∩ T c.
(a) We say that the t-structure (T ≤0, T ≥0) is silting if M is skeletally small and generating.
(b) We say that a silting t-structure is tilting if M⊂ T 0.
The names of these t-structures are explained by the following our main results in this subsection.
Theorem 4.10. (a) We have mutually inverse bijections
M 7→ (T ≤0M , T
≥0
M ) and (T
≤0, T ≥0) 7→ M(T ≤0, T ≥0)
between silting subcategories of T and silting t-structures of T .
(b) These induce bijections between tilting subcategories of T and tilting t-structures of T .
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We need the following observation.
Lemma 4.11. Let (T ≤0, T ≥0) be an arbitrary t-structure in T and M :=M(T ≤0, T ≥0). Then
HomT (M, T
≤0[> 0]) = 0, (16)
HomT (M, T
≥0[< 0]) = 0, (17)
HomT (M,M[> 0]) = 0. (18)
Proof. By M ⊂ ⊥(T <0), we have (16). By M ⊂ T ≤0, we have (17). By M ⊂ T ≤0 and (16), we have
(18). 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 4.10.
(a)(i) Let (T ≤0, T ≥0) be a silting t-structure and M := M(T ≤0, T ≥0). Then M is skeletally small
compact and generating by definition. Thus M is a silting subcategory by (18).
We have T ≥0 ⊂ T ≥0M by (17), and we have T
≤0 ⊂ T ≤0M by (16). Moreover we have
T ≤0 = ⊥(T >0) ⊃ ⊥(T >0M ) = T
≤0
M ,
T ≥0 = (T <0)⊥ ⊃ (T <0M )
⊥ = T ≥0M
by Corollary 4.7, so (T ≤0, T ≥0) = (T ≤0M , T
≥0
M ) holds.
(ii) LetM be a silting subcategory of T . Then (T ≤0M , T
≥0
M ) is a t-structure of T by Corollary 4.7. Let
N :=M(T ≤0M , T
≥0
M ). Then N is skeletally small since T
c is skeletally small by Remark 2.9. We have
HomT (N ,N [> 0]) = 0 (19)
by (18). Since M is silting, we have M ⊂ M[< 0]⊥ = T ≤0M . Since T
<0
M = M[≤ 0]
⊥, we have
HomT (M, T
<0
M ) = 0 and so M⊂
⊥(T <0M ). Consequently we have
M⊂ T ≤0M ∩
⊥(T <0M ) ∩ T
c = N . (20)
Since M is generating, so is N . By (19), we have that N is a silting subcategory of T . In particular,
(T ≤0M , T
≥0
M ) is a silting t-structure.
Now M and N are silting subcategories of T c in the sense of Definition 2.1 by Proposition 4.2. By
(20) and Theorem 2.18 we haveM = N . Thus our correspondences are mutually inverse.
(b) Let M be a tilting subcategory of T . Then M is contained in both T ≤0M and T
≥0
M , so we have
M⊂ T 0M. Since M(T
≤0
M , T
≥0
M ) equals to M, we have that (T
≤0
M , T
≥0
M ) is a tilting t-structure.
Let (T ≤0, T ≥0) be a tilting t-structure and M :=M(T ≤0, T ≥0). Since M⊂ T 0, we have
HomT (M,M[< 0]) ⊂ HomT (T
≤0, T >0) = 0.
Thus M is a tilting subcategory of T . 
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